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ABSTRACT
This work presents a mathematical modelling of a proton-exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC)
system integrated with a resistive variable load. The model was implemented using MATLAB
Simulink software, and it was used to calculate the fuel cell electric current and voltage at various
steady-state conditions. The electric current was determined by the intersection of its polarisation
curve and applied as an input value for the simulation of the PEM fuel cell performance. The
model was validated using a Horizon H-500xp model fuel cell stack system, with the following
main components: a 500 W PEM fuel cell, a 12 V at 12 A battery for the start-up, a supercapacitor bank to supply peak loads and a 48 V DC-DC boost converter. The generated power
was dissipated by a variable resistive load. The results from the model shows a qualitative
agreement with test bench results, with similar trends for stack current and voltage in response to
load and hydrogen flow rate variation. The discrepancies ranged from 2% to 6%, depending on
the load resistance applied. A controlled current source was utilised to simulate the variation of

fan power consumption with stack temperature, ranging from 36.5

at 23°C to 52 W at

65°C. Both model and experiments showed an overall PEMFC system maximum efficiency of
about 48%.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As industries from energy and transportation sectors join efforts with governments to
find solutions to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, hydrogen is seen as one of the
most promising alternatives to replace conventional fossil fuels [1 - 7]. Recent progress in
hydrogen fuel cell technology can revolutionise the future scenario of transportation vehicles
alongside the introduction of electric cars [8 – 20]. Although there are many types of fuel
cells, the proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) type became a popular choice for
vehicular application [21 – 28]. The electrochemical conversion in a PEMFC requires a
battery for a start-up, air and hydrogen supply, heat removal, and exhaust. The level of
complexity of the reaction and energy interaction between the components and the
environment, and the high costs of experimental studies stimulate the development of
simulation models [29]. In addition, fuel cell stack optimisation is challenging and control of
the many accessories during operation is a difficult task as they affect the system performance
and efficiency.
Mathematical modelling of fuel cell systems is a convenient way to reduce research
time and costs, while providing in-depth analysis of various parameters that affect fuel cell
performance and efficiency such as stack temperature, pressure, reactant moisture and air
stoichiometry. A previous study using a one-dimensional mathematical model for a fully
hydrated and isothermal PEMFC concluded that the higher the cell current density, the greater
the threshold of oxygen or air bleeding [29]. Simulink modelling was successfully used to
develop a temperature controller for the cooling system of an urban bus PEMFC stack,
keeping the target temperature in the range of ±0.5°C [30]. A bench test study using a
mathematical model to simulate the ability of a battery-PEMFC hybrid control system proved
its efficiency to manage the energy supply for an electric vehicle [31]. An energy
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management system was designed using neural network to control the power flux from the
fuel cell and battery of a hybrid vehicle, showing its suitability for real-time vehicle controller
[32]. Modelling and simulation of fuel cells has also been used to study fuel-air flow patterns
[33] and to perform an exergetic analysis [34].
This work aims to develop a steady-state mathematical modelling of a PEMFC system
using MATLAB Simulink and compare it results with experiments in a test bench. The
mathematical model simulates the output current, voltage and power of the fuel cell,
analysing the response of the system with different external loads. The model is compared
using the data from commercial Horizon H-500XP fuel cell stack, which main components
are a 500 W PEMFC stack, a 12 VDC battery for the start-up and a bank of super-capacitors
to supply additional power. In addition to that, the generated power is dissipated in a variable
resistive load, where the voltage is maintained constant by a 48-volt DC-DC boost converter.
A controlled current source is used to simulate the variation of fan power consumption with
stack temperature, ranging from 36.5

at 23°C to 52 W at 65°C.

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1. Fuel cell stack model
Fuel cells are usually modelled with the current as an independent variable used to
calculate the stack voltage. In the presented model, the external load resistance is the
independent parameter to influence current and voltage [35]. The fuel cell stack has been
modelled with a DC voltage source controlled by equations that relate fuel cell stack current
and temperature with its voltage. The stack current flows from the voltage source to the
circuit. The voltage source supplies energy to an electrical circuit made by a DC boost
converter and variable load. The converter is controlled by a voltage Proportional-Integral
(PI) controller with pulse-width modulation (PWM) signal control. The controlled current
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source models the power consumption of auxiliary components. The whole model is
developed with MATLAB Simulink, including its package Simscape to solve the electrical
circuit.
The stack was modelled as unidimensional and isothermal, and steady state operating
conditions were assumed. The partial pressure of the reactants was taken as constant, while
the rise of pressure due to the blower and pressure drop of the fuel flow in the pipe was
neglected. The humidity of the membrane was considered constant at saturated conditions.
Power consumption of the auxiliary components was also taken as constant. As the transient
conditions during start-up is not taken into account by the model, the battery and supercapacitor are not included. The maximum power demand was considered as 600 W. Error!
Reference source not found. shows a schematic diagram of the PEMFC system.

Figure 1. Schematics of PEMFC system.
Hydrogen (H2) reaction with oxygen (O2) in a single cell with liquid water (H2O) as
4

product is written as:

Based on Eq. (1), the reversible open-circuit voltage at the reference condition (298.15
K, 1 bar), E0, is given by [10]:

where

(kJ/kmol) is the variation in the Gibbs free energy of formation and

Faraday constant (

is the

C).

Using Nernst's equation, the reversible open-circuit voltage, ET,P (V), can be evaluated
at different conditions [10]:

(

where

is the stack temperature (K),

)

is the universal gas constant (8.314 kJ/kmol.K),

the partial pressure of reactants and products (bar), and

is

is the entropy variation

(kJ/kmol.K).
When load is applied, the external current

(A) flows and the voltage drops. During

operation, a small amount of hydrogen can diffuse through the membrane from the anode to
the cathode, where it reacts without producing current and some electrons may cross through
the membranes rather than the external load. Those effects are equivalent and are considered
by adding a current loss,

(A), to the total fuel cell current, I (A), as shown by:
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where only

can be collected by the external load [36].

The voltage needed to keep the electrochemical reactions in the anode and cathode
represents the activation voltage losses, Vact (V), which can be calculated as [37]:

(

)

where the constant parameters 1…4 are shown by Tab. 1, and

is the concentration of

dissolved oxygen (mol/cm3) at the liquid interface as defined by Henry’s law [38];

(

)

And the equivalent activation resistance is given by:
n

where ncell is the number of cells connected in series. The ohmic voltage losses, Vohm (V), are
described by [10]:

(Ω) is the resistance to the flow of ions in the membrane,

(Ω) is the electronic

resistance to the flow of electrons in the conductive material, and

(Ω) is the contact

where

resistance of the electrodes. Only

is here considered and, for a Nafion-based membrane,

it is given by [39]:
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(

(

(

where

)

is the membrane thickness (cm2),

(Ω/cm), and

) ( )
(

)

)

is the ionic conductivity of the membrane

is the single cell active area (cm2).

is the average water content of the

membrane and is a function of the water activity , both dimensionless [40]:

{

(10)

The membrane of the stack is a composite Nafion/ PTFE (polytetrafluoroethylene)
membrane [41] with an active area of 76 cm2 and a thickness of 25 μm. Concentration voltage
losses (Vcon) are introduced to consider the effect on Nernst voltage and activation voltage
losses due to the pressure drop in the gas diffusion layer. These losses occur at the high
current caused by reduction in gas concentration at the electrode surface, and are given by
[36]:

(

)

The equivalent concentration resistance is given by:
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where

(A) is the limit current of the electrode, which occurs when the partial pressure of

the reactants falls down to zero, and n is the number of electrons involved in the electrode
reactions. Anode concentration losses are considered negligible, so n = 4 and

is the

cathode limit current.
A capacitance in parallel with the activation and concentration resistances simulates
the transient effect of the double layer charge. The equivalent double layer capacitance of the
stack

has been calculated starting from a single cell capacitance per area equal to
⁄

. This leads to a single-cell double-layer capacitance of

double layer capacitance of the stack

and to a stack

equal to 0.05 F. At steady state, the polarisation

curve of the fuel cell stack is then described by:

(
(

[
)

(

)

]

)

where the number of cells connected in series,

, is 30. The output power of the stack is

given by:

Air flows inside the cathode flow channels sucked (blown/pushed) by two axial fans
sited at the end of the channels. The pressure drop is negligible, thus the pressure inside the
channels is atmospheric

. The oxygen partial pressure inside the cathode flow channels

is simply given by:
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The oxygen partial pressure can be found considering the inlet air flow oxygen
content, oxygen reacted, produced water and water membrane flow from anode to cathode.
Thanks to the strong over stoichiometric use of air, the oxygen molar fraction (

) at steady

state is constant and equal to the inlet atmospheric air, 21%. Hydrogen is provided at 1.5 bar,
and the flow rate is self-adjusted, function of the pressure difference between the inlet and the
anode flow channels. At steady-state operation, inlet hydrogen is equal to the reacted
hydrogen and the purge valve is closed, thus no hydrogen is stored nor depleted. The pressure
difference (

) is only due to the frictional effects in the supply valves and pipeline. No

water or air, only pure hydrogen is considered inside the anode flow channels. Thus
(16)

The pressure inside the channels must always be higher than atmospheric pressure.
When the purge valve is opened, the gas must flow outside the stack not otherwise. Hydrogen
pressure drop can be expressed as a function of the squared hydrogen flow rate, ̇ :
̇

where

(17)

is equal to 2.22×10-3 atm min2/nl2. The atmospheric pressure is assumed to be

reached with the highest possible flow rate of the supply system, equal to 15 nl/min.
Error! Reference source not found. shows all parameters considered by the PEMFC
model.
Table 1. PEMFC model parameters.
PARAMETER

VALUE

PARAMETER

VALUE
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PARAMETER

VALUE

2.2. Boost converter and external load model

The use of a PEM fuel cell in a hybrid system requires a DC boost converter shown in
Figure 2. Schematics of a basic DC boost converter is shown by Fig. 2 [42]. The PWM signal
commands the opening and closing of a switcher with a fixed switching frequency

.

The corresponding period of switching (tSW) is the sum of ON (tON) and OFF (tOFF) times [43]:

The duty cycle (d) is defined as the portion of time when the switcher is ‘ON state’, as
[43]:

Assuming the switcher, the diode, the inductor

and the capacitor

equations that relate the duty cycle, the converter input voltage
output voltage

and current

are ideal, the

and current

are given by [42]:

Applying Ohm’s law on the external load resistance
10

, one can obtain [42]:

and the

The equivalent resistance to the fuel cell is given by [42]:

Figure 2. Schematics of a basic DC boost converter circuit.
Equation (23) shows the effect of the duty cycle on the fuel cell operating point, the
highest value of duty cycle leads to the lowest equivalent resistances sensed by the fuel cell
and, therefore, to the highest current and power demand. The PI controller controls the value
of the duty cycle, ensuring 48 V for every external load.
The size of the reactive elements of the boost converter is chosen to limit the input
current ripple (fuel cell current ripple) and the output voltage ripple as well. Limiting the fuel
cell current ripple is necessary to ensure a longer lifetime of the fuel cell. Sudden changes in
the fuel cell current should be limited to avoid starvation problems and degradation of a
catalyst layer. This is typically done by controlling the fuel cell current with the boost
converter [44]. In this model, a PI voltage controller commands the boost converter to
guarantee an output voltage of 48 V, but it does not take into account the fuel cell current
variation. Error! Reference source not found. shows the maximum current and voltage
ripple allowed and the parameters used for the DC boost converter and PI controller.
11

Table 2. DC boost converter and PI controller parameters
DC BOOST CONVERTER

VALUE

PI CONTROLLER

VALUE

Switching frequency (kHz)
Maximum input current ripple (%)
Maximum output voltage ripple

Duty cycle range

(%)
Inductance (mH)
Capacitance (mF)

Figure 3 shows the PEMFC equivalent electrical circuit. The fuel cell is modelled with
a controlled DC voltage source

that is connected to an electric circuit. The value of the

stack output current is taken from the circuit and is used to update the value of the stack
output voltage. The fuel cell stack is connected to a DC boost converter, which enhances the
output voltage of the stack to 48 V at the resistance load bank.

12

Figure 3. PEMFC system equivalent electrical circuit
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A PWM signal, controlled by a PI controller, is used to adjust the duty cycle of the
boost converter. After the stack, a controlled current source is used to simulate the power
consumption of the auxiliary components, considered variable with stack temperature,
ranging from 36.5

at 296.15 K to 52 W at 338.15 K to take into account the fans power

consumption variation with temperature.
2.3. Performance parameters calculation
For a specific external load resistance (

), the theoretical power request (

) from the

stack is calculated by

where

is the voltage across the external load (48 V).
The efficiency of the boost converter (

by its input power (

) is given by its output power (

) divided

). Therefore, dividing the power delivered to the load (

output power of the stack (

) by the

) minus power consumption by auxiliary components (

),

the efficiency of the boost converter can be calculated as:

The stack efficiency is calculated by:

̇

where
̇

is the power input of hydrogen (W), which is given by the product of its flow rate

(m3/s) multiplied by its density

(kg/m3) and lower heating value
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(kJ/kg). The

number of moles of hydrogen consumed by the stack for the reactions and for losses due to
internal fuel crossover, ̇

(mol/s), is obtained by [36]:

̇

The number of moles of hydrogen is essentially equal to the number of moles of fuel
because hydrogen with a purity degree of 99.99% has been used. Assuming that the fuel
utilisation factor is
volumetric flow rate, ̇

and that hydrogen behaves as an ideal gas, the actual fuel
(m3/s), is calculated as:

̇

where

and
K and

̇

̅
̇

̅

are respectively the temperature and pressure at the normal condition,
kPa, ̅

is the fuel specific volume on mole basis (m3/kmol), and ̅ is

the universal gas constant (8.314 kJ/kmol.K).
The overall system efficiency sys is given by the product of the stack efficiency and
the DC boost converter efficiency, which becomes:

̇
3. MATERIALS AND METHOD

3.1. Experimental apparatus
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The H-500XP model PEM fuel cell stack used in this work has 30 cells with a peak
power of 600 W. The current varies from 0 A to 33.5 A, and DC voltage ranges from 15 V to
28.8 V. The rated current is 33.5 A at 18 V. The stack is self-humidified, and is operated with
high purity hydrogen (99.99 % dry

) and air for the reaction. Cooling is provided by two

axial fans. Figure 4 shows the fuel cell system components, including boost converter and
external load bank. The main peripheral components are hydrogen cylinder, purging valves
and pipe, battery, super-capacitor bank, and system controller.

Figure 4. H-500XP and auxiliaries
The fuel cell battery operates for the start-up and the super-capacitor operates
supplying power during short circuit to allow for continuous power supply. The controlled
system parameters are stack temperature, through variation of the fan velocity, fuel purging
valve opening, and fuel supply. The controller also monitors the stack voltage, current and
temperature, preventing over-current, low-voltage and high temperature.
The H-500XP stack system is connected to the hydrogen cylinder, DC boost converter,
and external resistive loads, which provide variable power demand. The boost converter
ensures 48 V across the load system. The power is dissipated to the resistance as heat by the
Joule effect. Figure 5 shows the PEMFC system in a purpose-built casing (1), bank of electric
resistances (2), and load controller (3). Figure 6 illustrates the complete experimental
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apparatus, including the added components to ease the functionality and ensure safety
operation.

Figure 5. PEMFC test bed.

Figure 6. Schematics of the experimental apparatus.
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3.2. Test procedure

The pressure regulator attached to the hydrogen cylinder connected to the PEMFC
system was set to supply 1.5 bar absolute. The PEMFC system was monitored using a
dedicated software provided by the manufacturer. The battery was used for start-up and then
disconnected. The load variation was applied through the load bank control keys. The system
was tested with increasing the load, starting from open-circuit condition and gradually
reducing to the lowest external load resistance of 4.63 Ω. For every load change, 1 min was
allowed to reach the steady-state condition before recording the sensor readings. The readings
were recorded along 5 min at a given load. Hydrogen flow rate was recorded by a digital
flowmeter positioned between the cylinder and the stack inlet. The instantly acquired data to
be processed by the software were: stack voltage (V), stack current (A), stack output power
(W), stack temperature (°C), ambient temperature (°C), and battery voltage (V).

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure shows the fuel cell stack polarisation curve, which represents the steady state
operating states. The model polarisation curve was fairly close to the experimental values,
with a maximum discrepancy of 3.1%. The lowest external load resistance tested was 4.63 Ω,
corresponding to the maximum electric current of 29.2 A at 19.67 V, thus providing 574.4 W.
Similar comparison of the polarisation curve has been applied elsewhere to certify that the
model adequately follows the fuel cell characteristics [45 – 47]. The polarisation curve is
sometimes preferred to be represented in terms of electric current density per unit area
(A/cm2) instead of electric current (A) [31, 48, 49].
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Figure 7. Polarisation curve of the PEMFC stack model
Figure 8 shows that higher PEMFC stack current is attained with decreasing external
load resistance, as agreed by both model and experiments. The maximum discrepancy was
4.2%. Lower external load resistance means higher power demand from the PEMFC stack.
Following the dependence of stack voltage with external current shown by Fig. 7, the increase
of external load resistance increases the stack output voltage (Figure. 9). The maximum
discrepancy between model and experiments for these results was 3.1%.

Figure 8. Stack current variation with external load resistance
19

Figure 9. Stack voltage variation with external load resistance
In Figure it is noticed the increase of the stack output power with the decrease of the
external load resistance. Model and experiments show similar trends, with a maximum
discrepancy of 5.7%.

Figure 10. Output stack power variation with external load resistance
Fuel cell power output is incremental with the current (Figure 11) [50]; therefore,
when a decrease in the external load resistance occurs, the stack raises its output current and,
consequently, demands higher fuel flow rate (Figure 12). Both model and experiments show a
20

linear dependence of hydrogen consumption with stack current. The maximum discrepancy
was 8.7%. When plotted against the output power, hydrogen flow rate also shows increasing
values though the linearity is lost. A similar trend is reported by other authors [51]. Figure 13
shows hydrogen flow rate variation with output power.

Figure 11. Output stack power variation with electric current.

Figure 12. Hydrogen flow rate variation with electric current.
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Figure 13. Hydrogen flow rate variation with output power.
Figure 14 shows the overall system efficiency predicted by the model and calculated
from the experiments. The peak efficiencies were 47.6% (model) and 48.6% (experiments),
attained at around 50% of the rated power. These values are below those reported by other
authors, where peak efficiencies around 54% have been obtained [46, 51]. The maximum
discrepancy was 4.6%. These results indicate there is a gap for fuel cell performance
improvement, which is expected to be further explored in future works using the current
model.
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Figure 14. Variation of overall PEMFC system efficiency with output stack power
The main advantages of using a simplified, one-dimensional fuel cell model such as
the one here presented are the possibility to reduce development costs from experiments and,
simultaneously, provide reasonably accurate results without long processing time. A previous
study has shown that a one-dimensional model produced a close polarisation curve to a threedimensional model, but with a processing period nearly 300 times faster [52]. The model here
introduced can predict PEMFC performance from the assessment of various operating
parameters, such as optimisation of stack temperature. With high operating temperature the
fuel cell performance can be improved, but it will require more fan power that increases the
operation cost.

5. CONCLUSION

A steady-state model that simulates a PEM fuel cell stack to calculate output power
and overall system efficiency with varying external load was presented and compared with
experiments in a test bench. In general, a good agreement between model and experiments
was found for all results obtained. The stack polarisation curve, stack current and voltage
variation with external load showed maximum discrepancies between model and experiments
of 3.1%, 4.2% and 3.1%, respectively. The stack output power variation with load resistance
presented a maximum discrepancy between model and experiments of 5.7%. Both model and
experiments showed a linear dependence of hydrogen consumption with stack current, with a
maximum discrepancy of 8.7%. Model and experiments revealed the maximum overall
system efficiency of around 47.5% at 50% of the rated power. The maximum discrepancy of
the system efficiency variation with output power determined by model and experiments was
4.6%. Future applications of the model include the investigation of operating parameters, such
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as stack temperature, with aim to optimise the system for increased overall efficiency by
decreasing fuel consumption and losses.
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